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In the current debates about the uniqueness versus the universality of the Russian historical experience, the focus has shifted to the post-Soviet period. At present, researchers who view contemporary Russia as similar to other countries (for example, to countries at roughly the same level of economic development) position themselves as a small minority.
2 Their more numerous opponents focus on what they see as Russia's unique features. The latter include supporters and opponents of the Russian Sonderweg, both substantiating their position primarily with reference to the recent Russian conservative backlash. 3 In retrospect, however, it is tempting to view this turn as the first link in the chain of similar conservative victories shifting first to eastern, then to western Europe, and then, on a truly global scale, even to the US. This development runs parallel to the events triggered by the Russian Revolution, when Russia was regarded by many as having started the global spread of a newly-dominant ideology, albeit at that time not a right-wing but a left-wing one. Since the similarity is not in the substance but in the form of the chain of events, it makes sense to approach the history of the Russian Revolution as a narrative. Revealing the narrative structures of the Russian Revolution in contemporary history-writing may shed some light on the socially-shared framework of understanding the current conservative revolution.
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This study aims to reveal modes of narration about the Russian Revolution prevalent in the contemporary European school textbooks. Textbooks are important, first, because they usually present a shared and more-or-less agreed-upon view of history, rather than ideas of particular historians, and second, because school textbooks are the only genre of historical writing to which most people are exposed, and moreover, exposed in their formative years. 4 The sample consists of 101 textbooks from 22 European states, including all the Slavic countries, published between 2000 and 2015 and currently in use at secondary and high schools (the list of all the textbooks sorted by countries is presented in the Appendix). In most countries, the textbooks were designed for comprehensive world history courses with a focus on the country where a given textbook is used. In some east European countries, such as Belarus and Ukraine, world history and national history are taught as two different courses, and both of them cover the Russian Revolution. Most textbooks in the sample are parts of multi-volume sets covering the whole of world history from ancient times to the present and is intended for many years of study. The place of WWI in the curricula varies considerably across countries; in general, the primary target audience of the textbook chapters covering the Russian Revolution is aged between 13 and 17. The length of these chapters varies from 2 pages for some west European textbooks to 10-15 pages for textbooks published in parts of the former Russian Empire.
The results section of this paper considers in turn the three questions of the study-how the textbooks narrate the events, the causes, and the historical significance of the Russian Revolution. The final section of the paper discusses the reasons and implications of the key finding of the study-that the Russian Revolution is being narrated in European textbooks not as a peculiarly Russian event determined solely by country-specific causes, but as an extreme, indeed revolutionary outcome of the general causal logic of the WWI.
Russian Revolution: What Textbooks Say Actually Happened
Most European textbooks cover the Russian Revolution within or, in some cases, immediately after the chapters dedicated to WWI. While in Russia's history WWI was overshadowed by the October Revolution, from the European perspective the Russian Revolution is a smaller part of the story of the WWI. While chronologically obvious, the need to incorporate the story of the Russian Revolution into the broader narrative of the WWI poses a challenge to the narrative structure adopted in virtually all textbooks. The levels at which the events occur are hierarchically organized, mostly at two levels-national and global-with sometimes one or two intermediary regional levels, such as the Balkans. The Russian Revolution disrupts the logic of presenting history through a national paradigm while not easily speaking to the global, rather introducing the event as taking place in a different country. In some textbooks, most notably Polish and German ones, this challenge is met by Russian Revolution Narratives in European History Textbooks narrating the revolutions in their own countries immediately after the paragraphs on the Russian Revolution. Swiss textbooks extend the story of the Russian Revolution into the late 1930s and relate it to a general discussion on dictatorships as consequences of war. Some Spanish and Italian textbooks place the story of the Russian Revolution outside the chapters on WWI, albeit immediately after them. Most textbooks, however, zoom in on the internal Russian situation, sometimes going back to the early years of the Russian Empire, and then zoom out with the treaty of Brest-Litovsk as a bridge to the continuation of the global history of WWI.
The Russian Revolution appears to be the most widespread name, although some German textbooks speak about a coup (Umsturz) or the conquest of power (Machteroberung), and some Spanish textbooks present the Soviet, not the Russian Revolution (la revolucion Sovietica). In many cases the headings of paragraphs introduce "the Russian Revolutions" (a Bosnian textbook even mentions "February and October Revolution" (Februarska i Oktobarska revolucija) as a single event, and in many such textbooks the February Revolution is covered in almost as much detail as the October Revolution. This neutrality is, however, not supported by visual supplements. Most photographs presented in the textbooks feature Tsar Nicholas II and his family, and then Vladimir Lenin, Lev Trotskii, and Iosif Stalin, but not Aleksandr Kerenskii or other characters related to the events of the February Revolution or the Provisional Government, or, when covering the Russian Civil War, the White Army generals. The historical caricatures included in these textbooks also present either Lenin or Trotskii. Thus, the concrete history of the Russian Revolution, visualized and personified, shrinks to the Bolshevik state replacing the old Romanov Empire with vague and unsubstantial occurrences in between. This kind of narrative assigns the significance to the events in retrospect and does not allow for differing interpretations. The readers are invited not to empathize with the participants of this turbulent and unpredictable period in history, but rather to learn some lessons from the story as a closed and completed linear sequence.
One reason for this didactic approach may lie in the unanimity of most textbooks across European countries on the key events constituting the Russian Revolution, or revolutions. Moreover, the evaluations of the events are also very similar. Most textbook authors agree that the Romanov dynasty was doomed and that the weak and incompetent rule of the last Tsar catalyzed the events; that the mass dissatisfaction with living conditions was wholly justified; but also that the Bolshevik revolution led to a bloody civil war and the establishment of the new Soviet state, and then to Stalin's totalitarian regime. The history of the Russian Revolution is presented as a history of intense and uniform desolation and misery, not as a history of turmoil created by what Peter Holquist calls the "revolutionary ecosystem"-a simultaneous appearance of many parties and actors from all parts of the political spectrum, which in itself is a rare occurrence in Russian history. Instead, the events of the Russian Revolution are portrayed as an inevitable link in the uninterrupted chain of Russia's history, without dead ends, random chances, or unfulfilled possibilities, arguably because of the near-universally shared understanding of what events comprise the Russian Revolution. The main question the textbook authors pose to their audiences regarding the Russian Revolution is not what, but why.
Causes of the Russian Revolution(s)
In most textbooks, the key question posed in the paragraphs on the Russian Revolution, or revolutions, is the question concerning its causes. Even though the sequence of events leading to and through the Russian Revolution appears inevitable, the specific causes remain unclear and are explicitly discussed. For an event of national history embedded into a global context, one would expect the causes to be classified as either country-specific or universal. The actual structure of narratives in European history textbooks, however, is not so simple.
At first glance, it seems that country-specific causes are at the forefront. The logic of zooming in on national history narratives requires setting up some historical background, and in most textbooks, these background details quickly assume causal significance. One such contextual feature of early twentieth-century Russia is what in many textbooks is explicitly defined as its "backwardness."
5 Some textbooks qualify this backwardness by presenting Russia as relatively backward compared to western Europe, or to other early twentieth-century superpowers. The main sphere where this Russian backwardness manifests itself according to nearly all textbooks is, predictably, the economy, which is aggravated with high social inequality. Many authors also add another dimension that in various ways refers to what in contemporary social-policy studies is called the quality of governance. Interestingly, no textbook specifically mentions the perennial issue of Russian corruption. Instead, the focus is not on bad intentions, but on general pervasive incompetence at all levels. This focus shows a defining feature of the narrative about the Russian Revolution-the lack of agency. The story of the Russian Revolution is a narrative without a protagonist, and that is why its events look chaotic and predetermined at the same time: there is nobody who could bring order to the chaos and find a different solution to the accumulated controversies and grievances. The main outcome of the revolution can be regarded as the emergence of a protagonist. Only near the end, when the Bolsheviks manage not only to seize, but also to hold power, does it become clear who was intended to become the main character and who the story was all about.
Another country-specific cause, raised mostly in textbooks from countries that used to be parts of the Russian Empire, such as Poland or Ukraine, is Russia's imperialism. These textbooks suggest that the rapid territorial growth of the Russian Empire throughout its entire history was a misguided attempt to shift public attention away from internal problems in the economy and governance, and that these problems made the state and society incapable of 5. For a recent discussion of interrelations between the Russian backwardness and the Russian Revolution, see Derek Offord, "From National Backwardness to Revolutionary Leadership: Alexander Herzen's Book On the Development of Revolutionary Ideas in Russia" in Rachel Hammersley, ed., Revolutionary Moments: Reading Revolutionary Texts (London, 2015), 117. Russian Revolution Narratives in European History Textbooks dealing with the needs of the new territories. Imperialism is also featured in most textbooks as the main cause of WWI itself. This line of causal reasoning shows another feature of the narrative of the Russian Revolution-its structural similarity to the narrative of WWI as a whole, within which it is embedded. Imperialism, just like economic hardship, poor quality of governance, and the resulting loss of trust in national elites, is portrayed as characteristically Russian-but at the same time as emblematic of the period of the WWI in all of Europe. In Russia, according to this narrative, these negative tendencies started earlier, were accumulated at a higher rate, and therefore erupted on a larger scale. What for other countries was of short-term duration and changed significantly with the end of the war had started much earlier than the war itself in Russia. In the narrative of the Russian Revolution, WWI plays the same role as the shot in Sarajevo does in the narrative of the WWI-that of a tipping point. The explication of the causes of the Russian Revolution in textbooks shows the significance of Russia as the extreme case of all the most pernicious threats of the epoch.
Significance of the Russian Revolution According to Textbooks
Strangely enough, although the events of the Russian Revolution are narrated as logically inevitable and its causes discussed in universalist terms, most textbook authors fail to draw general conclusions about the overall historical significance of the Russian Revolution. An easy way of avoiding such conclusions is by returning to the larger narrative of WWI. Russia's withdrawal from the war as a result of the October Revolution serves as a convenient short-term consequence, allowing authors to zoom out into global history. Another set of immediate consequences includes country-specific events, such as the revolutions in Germany and the gaining of national independence by Poland. The significance of the revolution for Russia itself appears, albeit not explicitly, to be the exact opposite of what the revolutionaries themselves claimed.
6 Instead of radical change, the point at which various textbook authors choose to end, or rather interrupt, the story of the Russian Revolution (ranging from the end of the Russian Civil War to the pinnacle of Stalinism), exemplifies the same Russian maladies that were first presented as the causes of the revolution-economic backwardness, chaotic and dictatorial governance, and imperialism.
The reasons why the textbooks do not discuss the significance of the Russian Revolution are twofold. First, and more obviously, all the textbooks analyzed were printed long after the collapse of the Soviet Union, which made the failure of the communist experiment apparent and looked upon Soviet history from start to finish as a the thing of the past. At a deeper level, however, I suggest that the failure to generalize upon the historical significance of the Russian Revolution relates to the inconsistency between approaches to imperialism at the evaluative and descriptive levels. While most textbooks dedicate many pages to the atrocities of imperialism and its decisive role in what is repeatedly called "the suicide of Europe," their authors fail to place the history of the Russian Revolution within the conceptual framework of imperialism. 7 The textbook authors do not answer, nor even pose the questions of why the Russian Empire, arguably the weakest of all the late nineteenth-century European empires, managed to survive the war and recreate itself within almost the same borders with a renewed legitimacy. Moreover, most textbook authors portray revolutionary Russia as a single uniform entity and pay hardly any attention to local peculiarities of the revolution in various parts of the Russian Empire. Even textbooks published in some of the former peripheries of the Russian Empire, such as Poland and Ukraine, pay no attention to other imperial peripheries. These omissions in the contemporary narratives of the Russian Revolution demonstrate on a larger scale the message contained within the narrative itself-the well-known motif in the literature about revolutions, namely their inability to fulfill the promise of change.
The narrative analysis of the story of the Russian Revolution in European history textbooks reveals a shared set of assumptions about the history of Russia and the historical role of revolutions. Most authors see the Russian Revolution as the ultimate outcome of Russia's accumulated problems over several centuries, eventually exploding when the whole European order broke apart. The Russian case is presented as neither wholly specific nor wholly universal, but a combination of both. As the weakest (what in textbooks is called "backward"), and therefore the most vulnerable of the major European powers, Russia internalizes "the suicide of Europe" and replays it within a single European country as a radical break with the past. The outcome of this clash between the internal Russian and external European circumstances is narrated as inevitable. This deterministic interpretation is what makes the Russian Revolution stand apart from most other events of WWI. Narratives of the war and its causes, such as imperialism, colonialism, or nationalism emphasize, on the contrary, moral responsibility based on free choice. Not only the major empires, but smaller European states appear as free agents. Countries that entered the war soon after it began, such as Italy or Bulgaria, appear in textbooks as pragmatically considering which side to join, and their eventual decision is seen as in no way predetermined by these countries' past history. Many textbooks even consider individual responsibility of specific persons, from Kaiser Wilhelm II to Gavrilo Princip, and prompt students to ask themselves what they would do in these characters' places. The narrative of the Russian Revolution does not invite empathy or consideration of the possibility for alternate choices. The suffering of the Russian lower classes, unlike the horrors experienced by soldiers in the trenches of WWI, is described in sociological rather than psychological terms. In terms of literary genres, the narrative of WWI in textbooks is a human drama, and that of the Russian Revolution, an epic tragedy. Unlike the drama of WWI, the tragedy of the Russian Revolution has no clear 7. Mark R. Beissinger, "Soviet Empire as 'Family Resemblance'," Slavic Review 65, no. 2 (Summer 2006): 294-303. Russian Revolution Narratives in European History Textbooks beginning, since the causes go back for centuries, and no clear end, since the Russian Revolution, as presented in textbook, defined the key features of the Soviet regime, and contemporary Russia is still defined through its past as a post-Soviet country. The narrative of the Russian Revolution in European textbooks shows how history becomes identity-and how textbook authors' definition of Russia's identity as tragic "backwardness" unfolds in a specific way of narrating the country's history These differences shed some light on contemporary European textbooks themselves and the kind of history they teach. Besides the discrepancy between the conceptual and the narrative sides of the story, as demonstrated by the inconsistency in applying the general notion of imperialism to the history of the Russian Empire, the textbooks share a more general and arguably more consequential drawback-the overemphasis on deterministic, retrospective, and external views on the most complicated historical events. While cognitively simple and emotionally charged experiences, such as the horrors of war or politicians' ambitions and aspirations, are justly narrated from the insider's perspective, the uncertainty and indeterminacy experienced by the contemporaries of the Russian Revolution fail to appear in textbooks. Instead, the history of the Russian Revolution, of all events, is presented, with the full force of hindsight, as linear and predetermined. In a world going through a new sequence of dramatic changes, this time the global rise in popularity is not of the extreme left-wing politics of the Russian Revolution, but of the extreme right-wing ideology of the so-called "Nationalist International." History textbooks would do well to transmit past generations' experience of living and navigating effectively through their own times of apparent change, new extremes, and growing unpredictability. 
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